COMMISSION WORK for eARTh
with Azul-Valerie Thome azulthome@gmail.com
eARTh: ART infused with Ritual, informed by Earth for Earth.
Hello
I work as follows:
• if you want to explore a totem animal artwork or any other sacred piece
of eARTh for yourself, we'll first talk on Skype for about 40 minutes (free)
- send a skype contact request to azulthome
• if you're not on Skype, we can arrange for you to phone me - email me at
"azulthome@gmail.com" to start that ball rolling
• based on our discussion I'll send you a rough sketch and a quote (free)
• if you agree the price I will then request 70% upfront and the remnant
30% on completion, before I send your piece off to you by secure mail
• as part of the exchange, I'll arrange another longer call during the making
of your piece. I will send you regular updates so you can be co-creating it
with me which has been much appreciated by others.
• to give a sense of price, each animal/plant/being is between £40 and
£120 depending how precise you want him/her and the materials (eg
leather/felt). The whole piece can cost between £150 and £650. If you
desire a felt case to travel with, it will be extra between £40 and £90
depending if you want one of your animal on it or not, size etc…
Here is a touching comment one of the warrior sent me when receiving his
Altar: "...Each animal has its own personality, its own character, its power and
tells a story They speak to me, they inspire me and I feel the sacred relationship
to the animal kingdom and to what is bigger than me and beyond me Azul, you
knew beyond your authentic creative talent, with intention how to put
something hard to express, something strong, powerful, sacred I have great
gratitude for you Azul and thank you for this moment shared together and for
this magnificent altar.” Christophe
Our first Skype will be the time to ask any questions you have and for me to
listen to your longing and imagination.
I look forward to creating with you
Azul
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